Abstract
Introduction
Near-space vehicle (NSV) is the aircraft that can sustain flight and complete a certain mission. When on the mission, NSV's shape, aerodynamic characteristics and flight environment etc are constantly changing that it shows strong nonlinearity, fast timevarying and uncertainty [1] [2] . It increased the difficulty of designing attitude control. Traditional control techniques (such as PID) with higher requirements on the object model and can not solve the effects of nonlinear and time-varying factors also its control efficiency can not meet the control requirements of current aircraft.
Model predictive control has been widely control in chemical, petroleum, aviation and other fields [3] [4] for its advantages of not strongly depending on model and forwardlooking, etc. [5] Discussed the single-step predictive control method for the attitude maneuver of a flexible spacecraft. [6] Designed continuous nonlinear predictive control method based on SDRE and applied to vehicle re-entry attitude control system, however, it needs Lie derivative that increased the amount of calculation.
The traditional predictive control method is computationally intensive and may be accompanied by an unknown control law. As the third-generation model predictive control algorithm, Predictive functional control (PFC) still has the characteristics of model predictive control algorithm. And the difference is that it structuralized control inputs. PFC avoids the unknown control input problem of the other model predictive control, reduces on line computation and improves the system response speed. Most of the existing literature applied PFC on simple input simple output (SISO) system [7] [8] , while there are few researches studying on multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system.
Multivariable Predictive Functional Control Algorithm Based On State-Space Equations

Base Functions and Predictive Model
For N input N output multivariable system, taking step function as base function, then the control input of the ( ) k i T  can be written as
By the nature of step function that (
Take the state space equations as predictive model:
Where: , p is predictive steps.
Where: Then the predictive model in (
Optimization Calculation
In the PFC, in order to make the output of the system reaches the set value gently, regulating a curve called reference trajectory which progressive trend in set point. Take first-order exponential form as reference trajectory.
where () ck is set point, The goal function of PFC takes the form of quadratic performance index:
Let 0 p J  , then obtained the expression of controlled variable
Multivariable PI Predictive Functional Control Algorithm Based On State-Space Equations
Derivation of Multivariable PI Predictive Functional Control Algorithm
Multivariable predictive functional control algorithm based on state-space equations deduced from Section II can be seen that it is relatively simple and less calculation on line. While it lack of flexibility because of there is only two adjustable parameters which is p and algorithm has the structural features of proportional and integral in broadly that enhancing the flexibility of the algorithm. Take the objective function of MPIPFC as
Where Q , R is error weighting factor and control variable weighting factor respectively, also they are positive definite matrixes. is prediction error increment.
The errors in (k+ ) iT can be expressed as
By recursive principle we know ( 1) (
In a similar way
Abbreviated as
Then rewritten MPIPFC objective function (7) as () min( +U RU)
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Introduction of backward operator then
Obtained the expression of controlled variable of MPIPFC 1 11 ( ) ( )
Step function as the base function then
The final expression of MPIPFC control variable is
Robust Stability Analysis of MPIPFC
As the set point does not affect the stability of closed-loop system, we therefore let the set value
, MPIPFC control variable expression (13) can be written as the form of equation (14) ( ) ( ) In the actual control process, considering the uncertainty caused by external interference and model mismatch, the controlled plant model can be expressed as the following state-space equations.
( 1) ( Substituting (14) into (15) can obtain system closed-loop equation as follows 
Then the obtained MPIPFC control law can guarantee the system asymptotically stable. Where  is defined as the degree of robustness of the system and given by
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Where max ()   is the maximum singularity of the matrix ()  , max ()   and min ()   is the minimum and maximum eigenvalue of the matrix ()  respectively.
M and N are the symmetric positive definite matrices and satisfy the following Riccati equation
Proof: Define the following definite quadratic function as a Lyapunov function for the closed loop system (16) 
It is known from (17), (18) and (23) that 
Inequality (27) is the solution of the following quadratic inequality
From (24) we know that
From the above derivation can be seen that the Lyapunov function monotonically decreasing in MPIPFC control law. Then the closed loop system is asymptotically stable within a certain range of uncertainty.
Spacecraft Attitude Controller Design
Since the flight state variables of near space vehicle (NSV) is very different in time scales, the attitude controller is divided into 2 loops: a fast loop and a slow loop according to singular perturbation theory [10] . Where the angle of attack  , side slip angle  , roll angle  are variables in the slow loop, and the corresponding attitude angular rate  ( p , q , r ) are variables in fast loop. NSV attitude control system structure was shown in figure 1 . 
Slow Loop Controller Design
Slow loop consist of state variables  ,  ,  .As the fast states transition process has ended and into steady-state process before the slow states began to respond, then we have 
G is a 33  matrix, the specific expression: The above equations show a strong nonlinearity, it will make the controller more complex and may lead to system instability if regard them as predictive model directly. To simplify the controller, linearized the nonlinear equations at an equilibrium point according the principle of small perturbations, and then take the linearization equations as predictive model. A balanced state of aircraft was selected
Where The fast loop MPIPFC control law can be obtained according to (13) 
The non-zero elements in As can be seen from the figure 2-4, the two control algorithms are capable of achieving good control, while the PFC simulation curves have overshoot and shock more frequently. MPIPFC overcome the shortcomings of the PFC. From the control surface deflection angle response curve can be seen rudder angle without saturating.
Conclusions
In this paper, a NSV attitude controller is designed. The plant with non-linear and strong coupling was controlled by predictive functional control algorithm and multivariable PI predictive functional control algorithm. Tuning the parameter by genetic optimization algorithm. Simulation results show that the two algorithms can both achieve satisfactory control effects. The performance of multivariable PI predictive functional control is better by contrast, for it has the advantage of no overshoot and less static state error etc.
